
RULES 
FALLSTON BOYS BASKETBALL 7-8 CLINIC 

A COPY OF THE RULES SHOULD BE AT COURTSIDE AT ALL GAMES 

 
GENERAL: 

 

•The league will provide a referee and a volunteer will be needed to keep score and maintain the clock.  

•Playing time is to be evenly distributed through the course of the game. Every player must play at least 50% of a 

game and at least 8 minutes in each half. Unless there are only 5 players available for the game, no player can play 

the entire game. (Only exceptions are injuries or if a player arrives after the start of the game.) 

 

PLAY: 

 

•Games will be played on a 9 ft rim with a size 28.5 basketball 

•Defense must stay behind the 3 point arc during the other team’s possession 

•Defense can be zone or man to man 

•There will be no fast breaks.  On rebounds, steals and in-bound plays, the defense will be allowed to set up before 

the offensive team brings the ball down the court. (This will be adjusted slightly by mid- season if coaches and 

commissioner feel the kids are ready for some type of transitional game)

•ackcourt violations will be enforced. 

•For Foul Shots, players must start their shot behind the foul line (to be 10 ft), however, if they finish over the line 

after the shot, it is NOT a violation. Players can only enter the lane once the ball hits the rim. 

•All non-shooting fouls will result in an in-bound play.  Only shooting fouls will result in foul shots.  There is no 

bonus situation. 

•Gentlemen’s Rule – If the game is out of hand and very lop-sided, please take appropriate measures to ensure all 

kids are enjoying themselves 

•Subs must report to scorer’s table to enter game. 

•There will be liberal calls on double dribbles and traveling.  Calls will become less liberal as the season progresses 

•Reach-in contact fouls will be called in an effort to maintain a controlled game. 

 

TIME: 

 

•Game must start within 5 minutes of projected start time. 

•A game will consist of 4 8- minute quarters. Time will be running time until the last 2 minutes of each half.  

•reaks between quarters will be 2 minutes, Halftime will be 3 minutes. 

•The referee may stop the clock at any time due to an injury or an extended stop in play, ie: ball is out of control of 

the referee or a player has an equipment issue. 

•Jump ball will begin each game and the possession arrow will govern from then on. 

•Games may end in a tie 

 

SPECIAL REMINDERS: 

 

•Coaches should remain on the sideline, however, instruction from the sideline is encouraged 

•Players are learning from the Coaches, DO NOT ARGUE CALLS 

•HAVE FUN!!! 


